ABSTRACT

Undetected subclinical keratoconus (KC) is the main risk factor for iatrogenic ectasia. Many parameters have been proposed to help differentiate normal from subclinical KC corneas. Linear discriminant analysis is a technique that models the difference between different classes of data by looking for linear combinations of variables which best explain the data. The association of surfaces elevation, corneal thickness profile and anterior curvature indices leads to the best sensitivity and specificity for the discrimination between normal and early subclinical KC corneas.
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INTRODUCTION

The accurate detection of early keratoconus (KC) is a major concern for the refractive surgeon for many reasons. First, iatrogenic ectasia remains the most difficult complication after LASIK and similarity with ectatic corneas (KC or pellucid marginal corneal degeneration) is the main independent risk factor.1-3 Second, early KC can benefit from new therapeutic modalities that can stop or delay the evolution.4,5 Finally, the detection of true early KC is essential to avoid rejecting eyes from undergoing surgery as they have been falsely detected as early KC.6

Detecting clinical KC can be easily suspected with slit lamp examination and confirmed by corneal topography. The realization of a corneal topography is mandatory before refractive surgery and most clinicians are now aware of the topographical signs of subclinical KC. However, one major difficulty is to detect subclinical KC in its earliest stages.6-9 Understanding current terminology employed to describe the earliest stages of the KC disease, and developing more appropriate automated detection methods are essential in order to overcome the challenge of subclinical KC detection. Despite the lack of precise taxonomy, the detection of early subclinical KC requires the design of appropriate statistical method and the elaboration of pertinent classes of data.

FACING THE CHALLENGE OF TERMINOLOGY

Several terms have been employed to describe the early stages of KC condition including, keratoconus suspect (KCS) and forme fruste keratoconus (FFKC).

Initially, the term KCS was introduced to describe Placido-based videokeratography that the clinician considered to be at high risk for progression to KC, based solely on subjective impression. Thus, the term KCS was initially reserved for corneas that exhibit some anterior topographically detectable features evocative of subclinical KC. For example, a topographic pattern of an asymmetric bowtie with a skewed radial axis is suggestive of subclinical KC (Fig. 1). These features were first described in a pure qualitative approach by Rabinowitz et al.10 However, this approach was limited by the smooth transition in topographical phenotypes from normal to suspect and subsequent KC. The use of quantitative videokeratography-derived indices represents a more reproducible way of quantifying KC and its early phenotypes and reduces the complexity of proper classification.11,12 Subsequently, these authors introduced semi quantitative indices and proposed cutoffs to better identify KCS.

Fig. 1: Placido topography of axial curvature in right eye computed with the OPD-scan (Nidek, Japan) showing an asymmetric bowtie associated to a skewed radial axis
The definition of a form fruste is ‘an incomplete, abortive or unusual form of a syndrome or disease’. Klyce has proposed the term FFKC for corneas that may exhibit subtle topographic characteristics suggestive of an early subclinical KC but that are not pronounced enough to reach the threshold of KC suspicion with automated classification. Hence, Klyce’s definition of FFKC corresponds to a false negative for KC detection using Placido topography, whereas the term KCS may correspond to a subclinical KC (true positive) or not (false positive) (Fig. 2). These denominations can be confusing and have been employed interchangeably; however, for the refractive surgeons, all of these terms are clearly synonyms of increased risk of post-LASIK ectasia (true positive for KCS and FFKC).

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the distribution of quantitative variables in the normal (N), forme fruste keratoconus (forme fruste), keratoconus suspects (suspects) and keratoconus (K) eyes. For any quantitative variable, there is a significant overlap between these different population. Forme fruste keratoconus and keratoconus suspects belong to the category of subclinical keratoconus.

FACING THE CHALLENGE OF AUTOMATED DETECTION

Beyond the lack of consensus on the academic definition of early subclinical KC, this redundant terminology reflects the difficulty of diagnosing the earliest manifestation of KC. Within the proposed terms for labeling early KC, ‘subclinical’ is certainly the most consensual, as it is related to the stage in the development of a disease before the symptoms are observed, and thus is not detectable by routine clinical tests, such as maximal contrast visual acuity measurements or slit lamp examination. In this paper, we will therefore restrict our terminology to ‘subclinical keratoconus’, as diagnosing subclinical KC in its earliest form seems to be an important practical goal, beside any semantic debate.

With the current diagnostic tools, the classification of a cornea as normal may not indicate the absence of a subclinical KC (Figs 3 to 5). Thus, the sensitivity of computer assisted Placido-based videokeratotopography is not sufficient. Similarly, an abnormal inferior keratometry minus superior keratometry (I-S) value as defined by Rabinowitz or a steep keratometry (>47 diopters) may merely represent a false positive, and is not necessarily an indicator of a keratoconic subtype (Figs 6 and 7). Thus, the specificity of Placido topography is not 100%. This lack of accuracy (insufficient sensitivity and specificity) does not...
Figs 5A and B: Scheimpflug acquired topography images of a FFKC. The right eye (A) shows a clear KC while the left eye (B) classified as normal with only 0.3% probability of KC.

allow this technique to be the gold standard to identify all subclinical KC. The increase in the number of reported post-LASIK ectasias in the early 2000s seems to echo this impression, despite preoperative Placido-based topography screening.

An ideal diagnostic test aims to achieve 100% sensitivity and specificity. However, this is unrealistic in medicine, and a test which sensitivity and specificity are higher than 90% is considered acceptable. The Placido-based topographical diagnosis of subclinical KC relies on various indicators or ‘markers’, such as the I-S or skewed radial axis (SRAX) values. These markers are time-dependent and may only become pronounced after a certain lag time. Most topographical indexes represent continuous values (i.e. keratometry). They can artificially be made binary by defining a cutoff value, with test results being designated as positive or negative depending on whether the resultant value is higher or lower than the cutoff (i.e. keratometry superior to 47.2 diopters (D) was at one point selected as cutoff for KC detection). After being a pure qualitative marker the asymmetric bowtie became the I-S and was used as a quantitative value to classify a cornea in the subclinical KC category. An I-S between 1.4 and 1.9 diopters was defined as the range to classify an eye as KCS. The I-S threshold was lowered by Smolek et al. to reach a higher...
sensitivity in the detection of KCS. At the same time, the introduction and the development of elevation based topography allowed clinicians to access new information about the corneal shape: Posterior elevation and continuous (nondiscrete, such as with ultrasound-based techniques) thickness data provided a lot of new quantitative information (corneal spatial profile). Recent studies suggested that the calculation of the change of the progression in meridionally averaged pachymetry from the thinnest point to the periphery could help to diagnose early forms of subclinical KC. Similarly, the possibility of measuring viscoelastic properties of the cornea in clinical practice with the ocular response analyzer opened new paths for better early subclinical KC screening. The advent of wavefront sensing was also used to investigate wavefront aberrations in keratoconic eyes and evaluate their use for KC screening. However, most of the studies were based on a limited series or isolated case reports. In addition, some of the elevation or tomographic criteria were facing the same limitations as anterior curvature in terms of binary classification and cutoff definition with the absence of reported sensitivity and specificity being the major limiting factor for general acceptance. Despite these major advances in corneal investigational techniques, there is still a lack of consensus in the benefit of these techniques over conventional anterior computer-assisted videokeratography. Hence, refractive surgeons who stand in the front line of KC detection are often left alone with a simple question: Is it safe to perform LASIK in this eye? Is this eye susceptible to an ectatic outcome after corneal lamellar surgery?

Beside early undetected subclinical KC, some other risks have been identified for post-LASIK ectasia, such as the insufficient residual bed thickness, while some may remain unknown. In particular, recent work using viscoelastic measurements of the cornea suggests that despite large variability there may be corneas that present biomechanical weakness. Further studies are necessary to identify more risk factors for post-LASIK ectasia. However, the proper detection of its major risk factor (undetected subclinical KC) requires specific salient methodology.

Using Appropriate Statistical Model: Linear Discriminant Analysis

Binary classification is the task of classifying the members of a given set of patients into two groups on the basis of whether they have a certain disease or not (the classification property is the disease). Besides medicine, it is used in a wide range of domains including quality control (good or bad product) or search engines result strategy. In the latter, the task is to decide whether a page or an article should be in the result set of a search or not: The relevance of the article will be computed from the presence of certain words in it.

Linear discriminant analysis is a technique which attempts to model the difference between different classes of data. It works when the measurements made on independent variables for each observation are continuous quantities, and looks for linear combinations of variables which best explain the data. Therefore, it is particularly adapted to model the difference between classes of data, such as normal corneas and early subclinical KC. To build such model, it appears crucial to have a set of observations with known class, called the training set. The classification problem is then to find a good predictor for classifying any sample of the same distribution (not necessarily from the training set) given only the topography. In the frame of early subclinical KC detection, the problem of classifying data is of importance, as it must provide pertinent training datasets. This will be addressed in section 2. Within these assumptions, linear discriminant analysis can be used to discriminate between a population of healthy vs early keratoconic corneas.

In linear discriminant analysis, a large number of specifically weighted independent quantitative variables can be used to calculate a score. The choice of the variables that participate to the calculation of the score is determined automatically using statistical algorithms. These variables are usually statistically significantly different between the tested populations. However, considered independently, they may not be truly clinically significantly different because of the large overlap between the numerical values obtained in normals and subclinical KC corneas. The included variables need to be normally distributed, but can relate to various features (topography, wavefront, biomechanics, etc.). Hence, they may not be expressed in the same units and eventually, the final score is a single number which contains composite quantitative information that characterizes each observation (i.e. corneal topography).

It is important to realize here is that some of the variables that are linearly combined in the calculation of the score have numerical values, which, when considered in isolation, could not reach the same sensitivity and specificity than that of the score, whatever their cutoff value. Using the training set, an optimal cutoff value can be chosen for the score, in order to maximize sensitivity and specificity. For any discriminant test, there is usually a trade-off between the measures: For example, in an airport security setting in which one is testing for potential threats to safety, high sensitivity is more important than specificity. Similar priority arises in the field of early subclinical KC detection.
However, as metal detectors may be set to trigger on low-risk items like belt buckles and keys (low specificity), manual investigation permits confirmation of the nature of the suspect passenger and its items. In early subclinical KC screening, the need of preserving sufficient specificity is important in order not to exclude too many candidates from refractive surgery. This trade-off can be represented graphically as the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve which plots the relationship between sensitivity and specificity, as well as the performance of the test.

A resultant binary classification (e.g. normal vs abnormal) does not indicate the value in relation to its distance above or below the cutoff. In clinical practice, the numerical value of the score (its ‘distance’ below or above the determined cut-off value) may provide the clinician with additional information on the status of the analyzed cornea. This could help to analyze the natural progression of the keratoconus disease, and document the effect of new procedures, such as crosslinking in a more comprehensive fashion than when considering single parameters, such as simulated keratometry.

**Using Pertinent Training Set**

The populations to be separated are normal vs early subclinical KC. A set of normal patients can be established by including eyes that were judged normal and underwent LASIK without an ectatic complication, provided that sufficient time elapsed since the time of the surgery.

Constituting a group of eyes with true subclinical KC is more challenging and is at the heart of the problem. Ideally, one should try to collect the first examination maps of eyes with proven KC before the onset of the disease. This may not be feasible, as topography and advanced ocular examinations are usually performed when there is clinical suspicion, and they usually show some advanced stage. Also, collecting the preoperative examinations of eyes that developed post-LASIK ectasia may lead to the constitution of the desired dataset. However, this approach may also be difficult as many cases of post-LASIK ectasia are not reported, or not well-documented preoperatively. In addition, ectatic outcomes due to factors other than undetected subclinical KC, or those in which the diagnosis of subclinical KC was retrospectively obvious, should not be included.

Eventually, we found that eyes with no or low evidence of KC in patients in which the contralateral eyes has true KC currently represents the best approach for the detection of the mildest form of the disease.

Even if only one eye may be affected initially, KC is an asymmetric progressive disorder ultimately affecting both eyes. The incidence of ‘true’ unilateral KC is very low and its existence controversial. Some longitudinal studies showed that if observed for a sufficient period of time signs of KC will develop in the opposite eye. This is coherent as both eyes of unilateral KC have the same genetic makeup, and therefore the least affected eye already is known to have KC, considering that KC is genetically described as a model of autosomal dominant transmission with complete penetrance but incomplete expression. The estimated prevalence of unilateral KC ranges from 14.3 to 41% in several studies where only clinical parameters were considered. In more recent studies, the reported frequencies based on computerized videokeratography diagnosis techniques, ranged from 0.5 to 4%. Noteworthy, in patients with ‘unilateral’ KC, contralateral eyes with non-detectable evidence of KC using anterior videokeratoscopy should be labeled a forme fruste KC (FFKC), according to Klyce.

**Illustration of the Benefit of Linear Discriminant Analysis**

In a recent paper, we used linear discriminant analysis to build a model aimed at separating normal corneas from early subclinical KC, which we nominated FFKC in accordance to the definition proposed by Klyce. We used the Orbscan IIz topographer (Technolas Perfect Vision, Germany) to acquire elevation, Placido and tomography data. The normal group was composed of 72 eyes operated by LASIK with 2 years follow-up, without any complication, such as ectasia. These eyes had a score of 99% similarity to normality using a neural network analysis of Placido topography (OPD scan, Nidek, Gamagori, Japan) preoperatively. In addition, data provided by the Orbscan IIz for the normal group did not reveal topography patterns suggestive of KCS, such as focal or inferior steepening of the cornea or central keratometry greater than 47.0 diopters (D). The FFKC group was composed of 40 controlateral eyes of a unilateral KC. The neural network analysis indicated a null score similarity to KCS and KC for the selected eyes and a nonnull score similarity to KC for the controlateral eyes.

Hence, we had a training set constituted with a group of corneas with no (proven to 4 years of follow-up) risk of ectasia vs a group of early subclinical (and ‘Placido negative’) KC eyes. All the eyes in both groups were classified ‘normals’ using objective Placido analysis. However, eyes in the group FFKC were presumably at high risk for either spontaneous KC (apparition in the initially less affected eye overtime) or LASIK triggered ectasia (the surgery would certainly further compromise the weak biomechanical status of these corneas).
Our results showed that indices generated from corneal thickness and curvature measurements over the entire cornea and calculations of percentage of thickness increase and percentage of anterior and posterior curvature variation from the thinnest point to the periphery obtained with the Orbscan IIZ could identify very mild forms of KC undetected by Placido-based neural network (Fig. 8). This approach suggests that the use of elevation and tomography data may allow for better sensitivity and specificity for the detection of early subclinical KC (FFKC) than Placido data alone. The correlation of these results was that using elevation and tomography data alone would not be as sensitive and specific than using all these variables (Placido and elevation derived data) in the same model (Figs 9 and 10).

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

We hypothesize that applying the same methodology to any other investigational technique, such as corneal biomechanical evaluation or wavefront sensing, may lead to an increase in the specificity and sensitivity of early subclinical detection.

Using these most recent investigational techniques, corneal specialists are making valuable efforts to define a better classification for the KC disease. The existence of eyes that would just disclose posterior elevation and or pachymetric changes, without detectable anterior curvature changes is still debated. Defining early subclinical KC suspicion by the presence of abnormal thinning and posterior elevation is certainly more reflective of the physiopathogeny of the KC disease. However, there may be pertaining problems in trying to draw solid lines between categories of ectatic corneas, and more importantly, between mild ectatic and normal corneas. This classification suggests that anterior curvature modifications suggestive of KC should only be considered as such when accompanied by tomography and/or posterior elevation changes. Even if pachymetry and posterior surface float are more sensitive and specific in combination than Placido alone, they are not 100% sensitive and specific. In our study, the specificity of pachymetry and posterior float was less than when used in combination with Placido-based indices.

These findings may not be contradicting with the natural history of the KC disease. The cornea being a ‘wall’, one may postulate that the thinning of it would alter its biomechanical properties further. Any bulge of the corneal wall may incur a shape change that would transmit to the anterior surface and be seen by using a sensitive enough topography technique. We were the first to demonstrate in vivo that the corneal epithelial cell layer could change underlying Bowman specular topography, 29 and...
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Reinstein et al reported data acquired with high speed ultrasound echography which suggest that what is induced by the KC disease may be reduced anteriorly. In our experience, we have noticed that usually, slight Placido abnormalities under N admitted cutoff (e.g. I-S> 1 but <1.4) could raise some suspicion for the presence of early subclinical KC.

CONCLUSION

Trying to distinguish normal from early pathological cases is a common challenge in medicine. Multifactorial diseases are those for which it may be the most difficult to design efficient tests. Techniques, such as linear discriminant analysis, may help to increase the efficiency of screening tests for early subclinical KC identification. They provide sensitivity and specificity for each model. This approach can be extended to any investigational technique providing the acquisition of pertinent quantitative variables and the constitution of adequate datasets. The conjugation and integration of various investigational data in new models will certainly help to increase the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnosis of early subclinical KC.
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Figs 10A to C: Placido (A, B), elevation topography (B) and percentage of modification (PIT) in thickness from the thinnest point to the periphery, (C) based only on the Placido images obtained with the OPD-scan, the right eye of this patient, whose left cornea has obvious keratoconus, is classified as normal (99% astigmatism). However, the PIT curve is distant from the mean of the normal population and the association of the corneal spatial profile indices and the Placido indices in a discriminant function allow the classification of this cornea as ‘at risk’ for ectasia.

Fig 11: The distribution of the parameters of the posterior corneal surface in the cohort of patients classified as normal.
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